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wire tech® – Premium: Th e Art of Shelving

The aesthetics of shelving and 

displays is crucial to any store. 

The look and feel of these solutions 

provide the framework for the products 

to become the main attraction.
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Original wire tech® – a question of style

gondola with 180° 
end element
with fi ne mesh back panel
and wire shelves

180° end element 
gondola
with lattice back panel 
and wire shelves

360° round display stand
with acrylic back panel and glass shelves

curved wall shelf
with chipboard back panel
and wire shelves

 Th e globally unique design of wire tech forms the 
foundation on which premium stores far beyond the average 
can be created. Invite your customers to linger, to browse 
and to make new discoveries. Demonstrate your high 
standards and inspire them every day!

  Th e design icon for premium stores 

  Endless possibilities for design and customisation

  Quality_MADE BY WANZL
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Presentation variety for your products

Unique variety of shapes

 wire tech is the fi rst choice when emphasising your 
specialist competence and quality with expressive archi-
tecture. It is the stage for your sales success, creating 
high product density and a strong incentive to buy. 

gondola with straight end element
with wooden frame, chip board back panel 
and wire shelves

gondola with segmented bend 
with fi ne mesh back panel and wire shelves

gondola with head unit
with lattice back panel
and wire shelves

wire tech presents perfectly – Th e system remains discreet 
and always puts the goods in the spotlight. Th e products 
seem to fl oat visually towards the customers, who are 
only too glad to help themselves. Th is is precisely how wire 
tech can create unforgettable shopping experiences!

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 
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Premium design plus premium finish  

The very finest surface treatment

 wire tech with its high-quality finish gives the sales 
area a unique atmosphere and places your products in the 
perfect context. The premium design of wire tech with its 
customised finish produces an attractive, eye-catching  
presentation display in a pleasant creative environment. 
 
Various coatings and colours give you virtually infinite  
freedom to express your own particular style. You decide 
what you want. 

1 Pure white 9010 finish

2 Zinc-plated finish

3 Anthracite metallic 7097 finish

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 
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Variety in beautiful perfection

High-quality materials that impress

 wire tech off ers you just as many display possibilities 
as there are shapes in the wire, sheet metal, fi ne mesh, 
wood and glass models. Th e range gives you virtually end-
less design options. 

And if you should want an item that is not available in 
the wire tech range, we will develop and produce your 
customised product for you at a fair price.

Sheet metal back panel, sheet metal shelves

Magnetic fi lm back panel, wire shelves

Acrylic back panel, 

wire shelves

LED back panel, 

wire shelves

Lattice back panel, wire shelves Chipboard back panel, wooden shelves

Fine mesh back panel, glass shelves

Without back panel, wire shelves

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 
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You can do it in the blink of an eye!

 The Click wire shelves perfect the wire tech fitting  
system with quick hanging and re-hanging, extremely  
high safety, loading capacity and stability – that is  
quality_MADE BY WANZL.

Click wire shelves are very ornate and yet extremely 
durable and robust. They set the standard for stability,  
due to tested welded connections, with the ideal choice  
of wire thickness and flat-steel dimensions. wire tech can 
easily cope with even the heaviest loads without bending 
at all. These shelves guarantee 100% safety for you.  
 
The shelf bracket can be connected to the wire shelf with  
a simple . Then it simply has to be inserted into 
the upright to allow convenient hanging and re-hanging. 
Everything is securely in place – the shelves in the shelf 
brackets and the shelf brackets in the uprights. 
 
This simple handling saves a lot of time, because the  
hanging, removing and rearranging of the shelves can be 
carried out with a perfect fit, in the blink of an eye. 

 Quick and easy Click assembly

 Rapid hanging and re-hanging of  
 the shelves due to the strong  
 connection between the shelf  
 bracket and the shelf

 High degree of product safety

 Excellent loading capacity

The trick with the click

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 
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wire tech® wire shelves – your goods in the spotlight

For more product density 
and greater sales

 Despite their excellent loading capacity and stability, 
Wanzl wire shelves are beautifully ornate. Like the right 
frame for an oil painting, wire tech focuses the gaze of the 
customers towards the most important thing – your pro-
ducts. wire tech places the spotlight on your assortment: 
the wire shelves make gaps between the goods visually 
disappear. If an item is missing, the light and the attention 
of the customers automatically fall on the shelf below. 

In contrast to conventional sheet metal shelves, Wanzl wire 
shelves do not suff er from scratches or dents. With wire 
tech, your customers will see immaculately maintained sur-
faces, even after several years. 

  Gaps between the goods simply 
disappear – the strong product 
density remains

 If there are gaps between the 
 goods, the light simply falls on 
 the shelf below

 Fewer scratches and dents.
 Looks “as good as new” – 
 permanently

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH  
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A benefit that lasts decades

Setting yourself apart from the others

 Simply more attractive: wire tech creates the  
framework for your product presentation, setting it apart 
from the crowd. The refined wire upright in the unique  
wire tech design reflects your style and your high 
demands. Due to the ornate, highly robust shelves, wire 
tech remains so visually discreet that the spotlight is 
always on the most important thing: your merchandise.

 Simply made to last – even longer: The quality of wire 
tech is legendary; You will notice that right on the very first 
day with your wire tech shelving, when you stroke your  
fingers over the high-quality finish of the shelves and 
uprights you will still get that quality feeling decades later. 

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 

After all, to this very day, we are still not aware of any 
wire tech user who has had to replace their wire tech shel-
ves in the last 25 years because of visual wear and tear.  
This is a genuinely safe investment–MADE BY WANZL.
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A well-rounded solution with a sense of well-being

Spacious shopfitting designs

 wire tech creates the framework for product displays 
that genuinely stand out. wire tech can echo round shapes 
in the ceiling and floor design, creating an extraordinary 
sense of space with a unique atmosphere. The selection of 
colours and finishes matching your current range and the 
interior design help to perfect the overall harmonious 
design of the store. 

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 
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Product density for fine wines

A sense of the vineyard to savour

 This oval wine area shows how emotions can be  
transformed into shopping experiences. Wine is a small 
but sophisticated luxury in everyday life, which the Wanzl 
premium system wire tech presents in an elegant  
atmosphere. The extensive presentation of wine bottles all 
around is impressive thanks to a wide selection of wines 
from various locations, vintages and quality categories. 

Exclusive presentation tables on an elegant oak floor in 
the central area add the perfect finishing touch to the  
premium look and feel of your store.

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 
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Spatial structures – with attractive curves

Look and feel!

 Curved shapes wherever you look – no problem with 
wire tech. The space invites the customer to stroll about, 
to browse and to discover. creating an extraordinary  
shopping experience. At the same time, wire tech keeps 
the product density at a maximum, which leads to sales 
success. 

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 
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Th e creative building blocks for your design 

Your systematic approach to success

 Th e premium system wire tech is a successful 
combination of high design demands and system variety. 
Th e characteristic wire tech upright brings a multitude of 
construction elements together to produce countless 
presentation shapes that can expertly showcase your 
products. Th is page gives you just a brief overview of the 
typical construction modules. Th e overall range extends 
above and beyond this to off er you a virtually unlimited 

multitude of design possibilities. wire tech is available in 
various fi nishes, colours and coatings. 

display curved convex/concave

180° end element segmented bend end element angular end element straight end element

625 axis 1000 axis 1250 axis 1333 axis

LED lighting LED back panel LED shelf

lattice fi ne mesh magnetic fi lm

wire shelf glass shelf wooden shelf sheet metal shelf

Selected components

Axis dimensions

Gondola end elements

Designs

Back panels

chip board sheet metal acrylic  

Shelves

Light

head unit end element

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 
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More sales space with wire tech®

with centrally mounted back panel

Less sales space with a conventional shelf
with front-mounted back panel

Greater space effi  ciency with wire tech®

Central back panel adds more 
sales space

 It takes space to present merchandise attractively.  
With wire tech, you can enjoy greater space effi  ciency 
than with other sales systems. Th e value of space 
within stores is increasing so having a cost eff ective 
shelving system in place is essential.

Th is is how it works: Th e centrally mounted back panel in 
wire tech exploits free space in an ideal way. Th is is the 
perfect response to front-mounted back panels and redun-
dant spaces. wire tech is a system that creates space for 
greater sales!

central back panel

more sales space
13% more 
sales space

redundant
space

SHOP SOLUTIONS | SYSTEMS | WIRE TECH 
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Wanzl worldwide
Head offi  ce
Subsidiaries
Partners

GERMANY
Wanzl Metallwarenfabrik GmbH
Rudolf-Wanzl-Straße 4
89340 Leipheim

Phone +49 (0) 82 21 / 7 29-0
Fax  +49 (0) 82 21 / 7 29-1000

info@wanzl.de
www.wanzl.com




